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Plan your big day at Camden Wedding Expo 
 

Plan your big day at the Camden Wedding Expo, on Sunday 13 October, 10am-2pm, at Camden Civic 

Centre.  

 

Mayor of Camden, Cr Theresa Fedeli, said the FREE event had it all.  

 

“Whether you’re looking for the perfect honeymoon, venue, car or photographer, you’re guaranteed to find it 

at the expo,” Cr Fedeli said. 

 

“Planning a wedding can be overwhelming at times, with so many different options to choose from.  

 

“This expo is all about taking the guesswork out of the planning process, by bringing the best Macarthur-

based wedding specialists together under the one roof.  

 

“Many of the vendors will be offering terrific deals, only valid on the day, so couples can really capitalise on 

some great value.”  

 

There will be an incredible array of vendors at the Camden Wedding Expo, including: 

• Absolutely Fabulous Event Decorations, providing event decorating and styling;  

• Bridals by Grace, selling wedding gowns; 

• Eaton Cakes, providing cakes and cake pieces, cupcakes and cookies; 

• Macarthur Makeovers, providing a mobile bridal hair and makeup service; 

• Daphne Floral Designs, offering wedding flowers;  

• Q Strings, providing entertainment and music; 

• Moving Cloud Studio, providing wedding photography; and  

• Creations by Jax, selling stationery, signage, bridal accessories and more. 

 

Absolutely Fabulous Event Decorations’ Creative Director, Natalie Herd, said her Rossmore-based business 

has been involved in the event for seven years.  

 

“From bridal bouquets to ceremony and reception styling – we offer it!” Ms Herd said.  

 

“There will be a free bridal bouquet up for grabs for one lucky person who leaves their details with us on the 

day. 

 

“We are so lucky to have some of the best wedding suppliers based right here in the Macarthur area. This 

expo allows couples to meet with them and feel comfortable with the people looking after their big day.” 

 

For more information, visit camdenciviccentre.com.au and search ‘Camden Wedding Expo’.  
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